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Organoids, or miniaturized organs formed in vitro, hold potential to revolutionize how researchers approach and
answer fundamental biological and pathological questions. In the context of cardiac biology, development of a
bona fide cardiac organoid enables study of heart development, function, and pathogenesis in a dish, providing
insight into the nature of congenital heart disease and offering the opportunity for high-throughput probing of
adult heart disease and drug discovery. Recently, multiple groups have reported novel methods for generating in
vitro models of the heart; however, there are substantial conceptual and methodological differences. In this re
view we will evaluate recent cardiac organoid studies through the lens of the core principles of organoid
technology: patterned self-organization of multiple cell types resembling the in vivo organ. Based on this, we will
classify systems into the following related types of tissues: developmental cardiac organoids, chamber cardiac
organoids, microtissues, and engineered heart tissues. Furthermore, we highlight the interventions which allow
for organoid formation, such as modulation of highly conserved cardiogenic signaling pathways mediated by
developmental morphogens. We expect that consolidation and categorization of existing organoid models will
help eliminate confusion in the field and facilitate progress towards creation of an ideal cardiac organoid.

1. Introduction
Over the past decade, organoid generation has emerged as a new
discipline in the field of developmental biology and regenerative med
icine [1–3]. Organoids, or in vitro 3D miniaturized organ-like structures,
have been broadly defined as being composed of multiple
self-organizing cell types, patterned similarly to their in vivo equivalent,
and undergoing in vivo-like developmental trajectories [1,2,4], though
there has been debate over minor nuances [5]. Organoids of multiple
organ systems have been previously described, including brain [4,6–10],
intestine [11–15], and optic cup [16], each with varying levels of
resemblance to in vivo development. Such systems and their applications
represent the potential for organoids to answer crucial biological ques
tions related to human health. While multitudes of organoids in a variety
of systems have been developed, progress in the field of cardiac orga
noids conspicuously lagged, in part due to the complexity of early heart
morphogenesis. Recently, a flurry of preprints and publications detailing
cardiac organoids have generated hope and excitement in the field,
although each system looks highly dissimilar and undergoes vastly

different developmental processes. Such dissonance has exposed a
fundamental need for understanding a) what exactly is a cardiac orga
noid and b) why does making such a distinction matter?
Heart development can conceptually be split into two broad stages –
early cardiogenesis, during which cells of the embryonic heart are
specified, differentiated, and organized into a complex structure which
supplies the embryo [17–24] (Fig. 1A–D), and maturation, during which
the heart undergoes adaptational changes required for adult function
[25–30] (Fig. 1E). In vitro models of the heart have largely sought to
recapitulate one of these two processes. For example, developmental
biologists have aimed to construct systems that recapitulate key devel
opmental milestones and embryonic structures of the heart. Likewise,
various tissue engineering approaches have been used to model the adult
cardiac state, though the extent to which these approaches are bio
mimetic is somewhat unknown. In this review, we will attempt to group
existing in vitro models of the heart into four categories: developmental
cardiac organoids, chamber cardiac organoids, microtissues, and engi
neered heart tissues. We will outline the methods that are utilized for
generation of each system to consolidate the modulations of biological
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specified near the onset of gastrulation [24,37–39] and are regulated by
multiple signaling pathways such as Wnt [22,40–48], Bmp [22,49–51],
Notch [52–58] and Numb [59–63]. The first observable cardiac struc
ture is composed of FHF cells and is known as the cardiac crescent
(Fig. 1B), which is transiently present before merging to become a linear
heart tube [64] (Fig. 1C). SHF-derived cells continue to add to the
arterial and venous poles of the heart tube [65–67] (Fig. 1C), initiating
rightward looping [68] and chamber formation [69–75] (Fig. 1D). In
addition to the cardiac muscle cells that make up the myocardium, the
heart is encapsulated by a layer of epicardial cells [76–84], supplied by
networks of vasculature [85], and supported by endocardial cells
[86–88], lineages that should be included in the ideal cardiac organoid.
To study these early developmental processes, the field of cardiac
organoids naturally began as an extension of the widely used embryoid
body (EB) 3D differentiation cultures. Multiple studies differentiated
cardiomyocytes (CMs) in 3D EB culture; however, such studies were not
focused on investigating self-organization or patterning of EBs, but
rather focused primarily on directed differentiation of CMs [89–92]. In
an important advance in cardiac EB differentiations, Domian et al.,
developed a method to visualize dynamics of differentiation within an
EB through creation of a fluorescent reporter EB marking each heart
field [93] (Table 1). However, similar to other approaches, the study was
focused on isolation of ventricular CMs, and not dynamics of the EB
system itself. Furthermore, this study utilized the then popular, hanging
drop method of differentiation, in which cells of interest are generated
spontaneously in aggregated EBs [94]. Thus the level of organization or
patterning in these reporter EBs is unclear [93].
Building on this work, we utilized an updated differentiation pro
tocol utilizing Bmp and Activin A (activating pathways necessary for
mesodermal and cardiac differentiation[95,96]), to develop an EB sys
tem using fluorescent reporters of the FHF and SHF (Hcn4 and Tbx1,
respectively) [23,97] (Table 1). Interestingly, in agreement with in vivo
development, each heart field was formed from spatially distinct re
gions, composed of multiple cell types present in the early developing
heart, and exhibited in vivo-like FHF and SHF transcriptomes. However,
there was a notable lack of polarity (in vivo, the FHF forms anterior to the
SHF) and morphogenesis (no cardiac crescent or linear heart tube-like
structures formed), suggesting that the Bmp/Activin A differentiation
protocol in spheroids may not be sufficient for early patterning of the
body axis and initiating cardiac morphogenesis. We therefore coined
this as a precardiac organoid system, as it was able to self-organize and
pattern development prior to the cardiac crescent stage, but not beyond.
Both Domian et al. [93] and Andersen et al. [23] utilize fluorescent
reporters to visualize the FHF and SHF, however with varying

signaling pathways and tissue engineering that are necessary for optimal
formation (Table 1). We will then evaluate the potential for each orga
noid model to add to our understanding of heart development and
function – based on how these in vitro models are similar to in vivo, and,
perhaps equally as important, how they are unable to recapitulate in vivo
development. Finally, we will project how such technologies may evolve
in the future. By exploring these differences, we hope to outline
important properties that can guide the development of the next gen
eration of cardiac organoid and tissue models.
2. Precardiac organoids exhibit primitive patterning and lack
morphogenesis
Organoids in multiple systems have been utilized to study the dy
namics and mechanisms underlying their respective organ’s develop
ment. The study of development, especially in humans, is inherently
complicated by the limited access to and control of embryonic tissue, in
addition to a myriad of ethical concerns. Thus, it is preferable that a
developmental organoid not only resembles the organ in structure,
composition, and spatial organization, but undergoes a similar devel
opmental trajectory. Specifically, in the context of heart development, it
is not sufficient for the organoid to merely form a structure resembling
the early heart, but it should also recapitulate similar developmental
steps. Through this, the organoid will allow for interrogation of the
processes governing heart development. The potential for such research
in cardiac organoid systems will be pivotal for developing treatments
and tools for diagnosing congenital heart disease. To appropriately
evaluate each organoid, it is crucial to compare their methods of in
duction and structures formed to the developmental trajectories and
structures of the in vivo heart.
Long before the first heart structure is observed during development,
the embryo has already been meticulously coordinating the differenti
ation and migration of cells that will eventually make up the heart.
Importantly, during the period of early development, the embryo is
patterned along multiple axes, instructing the embryo on how to pro
ceed with development [31–34]. After mesoderm is formed during
gastrulation [35] (Fig. 1A), cardiac progenitor cells undergo a complex
morphogenetic process of specification, differentiation, and migration
to eventually form an embryonic, four chambered heart. Briefly, the
heart is formed from two heart fields [19] (Fig. 1B), and dysregulation of
heart field development can lead to a variety of congenital heart defects
[36]. The first heart field (FHF) forms the left ventricle (LV) and parts of
the atria while the second heart field (SHF) forms the right ventricle
(RV), outflow tract (OT) and parts of the atria [18]. The FHF and SHF are

Fig. 1. Staging in vitro models of the heart to in vivo heart development. A. Embryo undergoing gastrulation. Precardiac organoid models attempt to recapitulate this
stage of development. B.-C. Cardiac crescent formation and merging to form the linear heart tube. Developmental cardiac organoids model this stage of development.
D. Embryo undergoing rightward looping and chamber formation. Chamber cardiac organoids recapitulate this stage of development and microtissues offer insight
into the cell type-cell type interactions between cardiomyocytes and stromal cells. E. Maturation of cardiomyocytes to promote adult heart function. Engineered heart
tissues attempt to promote a more adult and in vivo-like state of cardiac tissues.
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Table 1
Summary of methods for generation of precardiac and cardiac organoids.
Study

Organoid type

Method of organoid
generation

Culture conditions

Extent of
morphogenesis

Uses

Limitations

Species

Reference

Domian

Precardiac

Spontaneous
(Hanging Drop)

Suspension

Not studied

No patterning or
structure formation

Mouse

[93]

Andersen

Precardiac

Bmp and Activin A
(D2-D4)

Suspension

Limited patterning
and structure
formation

Mouse

[23]

Silva

Developmental

Wnt activation (D0D1), Wnt inactivation
(D3-D5), Ascorbic
Acid (D7-end)

Human

[100]

Developmental

Wnt activation (D2D3), bFgf (D4-D6),
Vegf (D4-D6),
Ascorbic Acid (D4D6)

Study of codevelopment of
mesoderm and
endoderm,
enhanced
maturation of CMs
Study of early heart
development in the
context of the early
embryo

Limited patterning
and in vivo-like
structure formation

Rossi

Does not persist past
linear heart tube stage

Mouse

[103]

Drakhlis

Developmental

Wnt activation (D0D1), Wnt inactivation
(D3-D5), embed in
Matrigel

[104]

Human

[105]

Hofbauer

Chamber

Non-adherent 3D
culture

Chamber formation

Modeling
congenital heart
defects and
studying early
chamber formation

Unclear to the extent
which organoids
develop and mature

Human

[106]

Lee

Chamber

Wnt activation (D0D1), Bmp (D0-D1),
Activin A (D0-D1),
Wnt inactivation (D2D4), Wnt activation
(D7 to D7 +1 h)
Fgf2 (D0-D7.5), Bmp
(D0-D7.5), Activin A
(D0-D1.5), Wnt
activation (D0-D1.5),
Wnt inactivation
(D1.5-D5.5), Retinoic
Acid (D1.5-D5.5)
ECM, Fgf4(D4-end),
Bmp (D9-end), Wnt
activation (BIO)(D9end), LIF (D9-end)

Limited morphology
and in vivo-like
structure formation.
Limited contribution
of FHF lineage
Chambers are small
and variable

Human

Chamber

Layered 3D structure
with 3 layers of
endodermal-like,
endocardial-like, and
cardiomyocyte cells
Microchamber
formation

Study of codevelopment of
foregut endoderm
and heart lineages

Israeli

Monolayer and
reaggregation in
pyramidal agarose
wells. Then,
maintenance in rotary
suspension culture.
Individual gastruloids
formed and
maintained in ultralow 96 U-well plates.
Transferred to 24-well
ultra-low on rotary
shaker.
Aggregates preformed in ultra-low
96U-well plates.
Embedded in Matrigel
on D0
Ultra-low 96U-well
plates

FHF forms exteriorly
to SHF (verified by
heart field
fluorescent
reporters)
Cardiac core, gutlike tube, epicardial
lining

Isolation of
ventricular
progenitors
Study of heart field
specification and
development

Form EBs in
suspension, transfer
individual EBS to LN/
ET culture wells

Four chamber-like
structure

Modeling
congenital heart
defects and
studying early
chamber formation

Further
characterization of
structures and
identity

Mouse

[107]

Cardiac crescentlike, Linear heart
tube-like, gut-like
tube, endocardiallike structures

differentiation protocols. As previously mentioned, there was limited
investigation into the developmental aspects of EB differentiation in
Domian et al.; however, in the available fluorescent images, there
appeared to be minimal organization and patterning. In Andersen et al.,
there was clear segregation of the FHF and SHF regions during differ
entiation, though not further morphogenesis. The probable explanation
for this discrepancy is the method for differentiation, where Domian
et al. utilized spontaneous differentiation of hanging drops (extremely
low efficiency) and Andersen et al. utilized BMP/Activin A cardiac
directed differentiation (high mesodermal/cardiac differentiation effi
ciency). Taken together, these results suggest exogenous Bmp and
Activin A are needed to induce sufficient cardiac mesoderm to initiate
primitive heart field self-organization programs in the EB. However,
further organization and morphogenesis would require additional
signaling modulation and intervention.

Study of human
heart development
with enhanced in
vivo-like
transcriptomes

that activates Wnt signaling. Wnt signaling is necessary to form meso
derm, and has been frequently used to induce cardiogenesis in stem cell
systems [98]. Furthermore, a burst of Chir-induced Wnt signaling has
been shown to be sufficient to induce symmetry breaking and
self-organization [99], pointing to a pivotal role of Wnt signaling in
inducing germ-layer specification. In this section, we will highlight two
recent studies which utilize Chir to initiate developmental programs.
These two studies are unique, in that both emphasize the importance of
coordinated co-development with other non-cardiac cell types for
organoid generation, leading us to categorize these models as develop
mental cardiac organoids.
In a recent study using hiPSCs, Silva et al. reported that with the
addition of the cardiogenic factor ascorbic acid, Chir treatment pro
motes the formation of a multi-lineage cardiac organoid that consists of
cardiac and endoderm domains [100] (Table 1). The domains contain a
cardiac core and gut-like region composed of Paneth and Goblet-like
cells that exhibit peristalsis-like contraction. A Tbx18+ epicardial-like
layer forms in these organoids; however, this layer surrounds the en
tirety of the organoid, and not just the cardiac region, as it does in vivo.
The degree of morphogenesis in these organoids is thus difficult to
assess. While there are cardiac and endodermal regions present, the
cardiac region does not resemble its in vivo counterpart. Instead, it forms

3. Developmental cardiac organoids utilize signals from noncardiac cell types and exogenous cardiogenic factors to promote
in vivo-like development
A critical shift that has aided the development of cardiac organoid
models is the use of the small molecule Chir99021, a Gsk3β inhibitor
3
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a cardiac core, which is dissimilar to the cardiac crescent (present in
early development), linear heart tube/ looping heart tube, and the
chambered heart. This could be a result of an early dissociation step in
their organoid generation protocol, where cells are pre-differentiated in
2D culture before being dissociated and reaggregated in 3D culture on
differentiation day 5. Nonetheless, the ability of these organoids to
reorganize after differentiation is biologically interesting. Finally, the
authors suggest that cardiac co-development with endoderm enhances
the maturation of the CMs through various functional metrics. Further
comparison to in vivo CMs, which can be done with single cell RNA
sequencing or functional analysis would be useful for more precise
staging [101].
Contrasting with the dissociation step, which affects spatial infor
mation and cell-cell interactions in Silva et al., the gastruloid system
allows for preserved cell type-cell type interactions throughout in vitro
development. Gastruloids leverage the innate ability of stem cells to
organize and undergo in vivo-like development to form unprecedented,
multiaxial embryo-like structures of cell types from multiple germ layers
[99,102]. Thus, utilizing gastruloids to study heart development would
offer the ability to answer questions of how cross-talk between cell types
are important in development in an unprecedented way. A recent study
sought to apply the principles of gastruloids to create a developmental
cardiac organoid. Rossi et al. aimed to utilize the cell-cell interactions

and signaling of the early embryo to create cardiac structures that un
derwent in vivo-like developmental processes [103]. A burst of Wnt
signaling from differentiation day 2–3, orbital shaking, and the addition
of cardiogenic factors ascorbic acid, bFgf, and Vegf on differentiation
day 4 (Fig. 2), was able to enhance the cardiogenic capability of gas
truloids. This resulted in a developmental cardiac organoid that was
patterned along multiple axes and consisted of cell types from multiple
germ layers (Table 1). Furthermore, these organoids reproducibly
formed structures that resembled the early heart – the cardiac crescent
and linear heart tube. Importantly, correct spatial and temporal devel
opment of multiple events was shown to be conserved in this in vitro
system, such as vascularization, FHF and SHF development, and endo
cardial and gut tube-like structure formation. Thus, these developmental
cardiac organoids are faithful to early development – recapitulating
aspects of self-organization, patterning, and structure formation of heart
development. One limitation of this system is that these cardiac orga
noids do not persist long after the linear heart tube stage, limiting their
use for study of later-occurring heart morphogenic defects. Nonetheless,
to date, this gastruloid system presents the most faithful recapitulation
of early heart development, at structural, functional, and transcriptomic
levels.
When comparing Silva et al. [100] and Rossi et al. [103], there are
two systems that emphasize the co-development of the heart and other
Fig. 2. Summary of noteworthy models of in vitro
models of the heart. Developmental cardiac
organoids [103] form vascular networks, cardiac
crescent-like, and linear heart tube-like structures
with the addition of pro-cardiogenic factors bFgf,
Vegf, and ascorbic acid. Chamber cardiac orga
noids [106] form patterned chambers regulated
by a Wnt-Bmp signaling axis. Microtissues are
aggregates of CMs and stromal cell types which
allow for study of cell type-cell type interactions.
Engineered heart tissues are models of a piece of
the heart, and enable enhanced CM maturation for
drug discovery and disease modeling.
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cell types to create a cardiac organoid. However, the approaches for
generating these organoids have some differences which may underlie
the discrepancies in the resulting structure. Three notable areas of dif
ference in the protocols are: species of PSC lines, early dissociation in
Silva et al., and the additional cardiogenic factors (bFgf and Vegf) in
Rossi et al. Firstly, Silva et al. used human iPSCs and Rossi et al. utilizes a
variety of mouse PSC lines. Early gastruloid protocols have noted that
there is an increased difficulty in generation of hiPSC gastruloids [99].
How the intrinsic species differences affect organoid formation has yet
to be fully understood, and this is likely driving some of the differences
observed between these two studies – a very important consideration
when assessing all organoid protocols. Next, the early dissociation step
in Silva et al. is in opposition to one of the main tenets of gastruloid
technology. In the gastruloid system, there is a significant emphasis on
the cell-cell interactions from the earliest stages of differentiation that
help instruct self-organization and patterning in the resulting gastruloid,
similar to how development occurs in vivo. However, after dissociation,
these interactions are likely reset, and the mechanisms underlying the
reorganization are unclear. This early dissociation step provides insight
into the level of organization progenitor cells are able to achieve, which
will provide another interesting set of questions to probe further.
Finally, since exogenous bFgf and Vegf enhance generation of in vivo-like
structures in Rossi et al., it would be interesting to see how addition of
these factors would affect morphogenesis in the organoids of Silva et al.
In the most recent version of a developmental cardiac organoid,
Drakhlis et al. [104], presented a method to form hiPSC-derived
developmental cardiac organoids which consisted of both cardiac and
endodermal lineages (similar to Silva et al. [100]). To do this, they
activated
and
subsequently
blocked
Wnt
signaling
in
Matrigel-embedded, preformed aggregates to produce an organoid with
a layered structure. Interestingly, this formation required Matrigel, and
such structure could not be replicated with commonly utilized alterna
tives. Furthermore, the resulting organoids formed a unique, layered, 3D
structure that consisted of an inner endodermal core, surrounded by
endocardial-like cells, a dense cardiomyocyte layer, and cardiomyocytes
interspersed with liver anlagen and septum transversum-like cells. The
morphogenesis of these organoids was very thought provoking, how
ever, did not match the organization of in vivo biology. The authors also
noted that the cardiomyocytes seem to be of SHF organism (primarily
ventricular-like with a smaller portion of atrial-like cells), without much
contribution from the FHF. Thus, as seen in these three iterations of
developmental cardiac organoids, we are able to appreciate aspects of
the elegance of in vivo development in the dish, while also witnessing
where in vitro heart development falls short. With further optimization,
innovation, and collaboration, we will hopefully move towards more
developmental cardiac organoids which faithfully recapitulate human
heart development to form more in vivo-like cardiac structures.

of Wnt signaling. However, in this system, the microchambers were
notably small, and did not form with a standardizable pattern. The
presence of microchambers alone does not indicate resemblance to the
embryonic heart, given that such chambers can be formed in other,
non-in vivo-like contexts using tissue engineering approaches [108] as
well. Nonetheless, transcriptomic analysis comparing these cardiac
organoids and conventional monolayer differentiation to fetal heart
tissue suggest that these organoids are more similar to fetal heart tissue
than monolayers. Further validation of these microchambers, and
whether they are controlled by processes related to in vivo chamber
formation, will be necessary.
As an improved method of chamber formation, the cardioid system
[106] offers a protocol to generate more consistent and robust chamber
formation. By utilizing a multitude of canonical cardiogenic factors such
as Bmp, Fgf, Wnt activation and inhibition, and retinoic acid (Fig. 2),
self-organized chamber formation of cardiac tissue was enabled in the
absence of endodermal cells (Table 1). While this system is quite
reproducible, it potentially differs from in vivo development, specifically
in that cavity formation initiates very shortly after mesoderm induction
(around differentiation day 2.5). Furthermore, the authors note that
smaller chambers at earlier stages tended to eventually coalesce into
larger chambers as differentiation continued. However, interestingly, in
agreement with in vivo development [109,110], Hand1, was shown to be
necessary for the formation of the organoid chambers, and was regu
lated by a Wnt-Bmp signaling axis. The authors noted that the formation
of cavities is not necessarily linked to cardiac differentiation – high Wnt
concentrations lead to large chamber formations at the expense of CM
development – suggesting that cavity formation and cardiac specifica
tion are not necessarily linked processes. In an elegant conclusion to this
paper, the authors added exogenous epicardial cells to the cardioids to
form pro-epicardial organ-like structures, or an area of epicardial cell
accumulation on the periphery of the cardioid. It would be interesting to
see whether these pro-epicardial organ-like accumulations are directed
to a particular region of the cardioid, indicating self-organization based
on patterning of each cardioid, or adhere non-specifically. This system
exhibits the self-organization, primitive patterning, and some resem
blance of chamber-like formation, suggestive of a chamber cardiac
organoid. Further study into why this system does not appear to undergo
the early morphogenic stages of the heart (cardiac crescent and linear
heart tube), while still forming chamber-like structures that are regu
lated by in vivo-like processes, would provide interesting insight into
what is required to recapitulate each specific aspect of heart develop
ment. As the cardioid model lacks endodermal cells, such experiments
would allow for comparison to developmental cardiac organoids, which
are composed of multiple non-cardiac cell types. This would likely
facilitate elucidation of the aspects of morphogenesis which are regu
lated by cell type-cell type interactions and which can be intrinsically
regulated by cardiac mesoderm.
In one of the most exciting recent chamber cardiac organoid systems,
Lee et al. describes a method to form four-chambered heart organoids
through modulation of ECM and addition of Fgf4 [107] (Table 1). The
authors report the formation of RA, LA, RV, and LV-like chambers. While
the four-chamber structure was verified by combinatorial immunoflu
orescence, there appears to be some level of variability in the
morphology of such organoids. Furthermore, the authors claim that the
organoids form cardiac crescent-like structures in the process of cham
ber formation, and suggest this crescent is composed of FHF-like cells
with adjacent SHF-like cells based on Tbx5 (to suggest FHF-like) and
Nkx2–5 (to suggest SHF-like) immunofluorescence. However, this will
likely need to be verified using more encompassing approaches incor
porating additional markers of each heart field, as Nkx2–5 also marks
the FHF contributions to the cardiac crescent (in addition to the SHF)
[111], and utilization of 3D light sheet microscopy [103] (or similar
techniques) to better appreciate the spatial patterning and resulting
structures.
When comparing such chamber organoids, it is again important to

4. Chamber cardiac organoids form chamber-like structures in
the absence of endodermal cells
The developmental cardiac organoids developed by Silva et al. and
Rossi et al. represent a key improvement in recapitulating early car
diogenesis in vitro. However, neither are composed specifically of car
diac cell types nor do they recapitulate an important development step
unique to the heart – chamber formation. Recently, multiple groups
have attempted to generate cardiac chambers in vitro [105–107]. We
define chamber cardiac organoids as 3D in vitro models of the heart that
reliably generate standardizable chambers, display patterning, and are
composed of multiple cardiac cell types.
Israeli et al. describes a method for formation of multiple micro
chambers within each organoid [105]. After formation and stabilization
of EBs in pluripotent stem cell culture for 2 days and an initial activation
of Wnt signaling, Bmp, Activin A, with subsequent Wnt inactivation,
multiple “microchambers” were formed within each cardiac organoid
(Table 1). Furthermore, epicardial-like cells formed after a second burst
5
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consider the species of PSC line when evaluating the resulting structure
formation. Both Israeli et al. [105] and Hofbauer et al. [106] utilize
human PSCs while Lee et al. [107] uses mouse PSCs. Similar to the
comparison between developmental organoids, it appears that mouse
PSCs are better able to recapitulate the morphogenic events of in vivo
development. The culture conditions or mechanisms allowing for ease of
mouse cardiac organoid generation compared to human cardiac orga
noid remain unclear and will be interesting to probe further. Addition
ally, there are multiple differences in protocols for organoid generation
between studies that may underlie differences between the two human
cardiac organoid protocols [105,106], such as the addition of Fgf, reti
noic acid, and prolonged Bmp exposure. Further probing into the role of
these developmental signaling pathways will be crucial in optimizing
human chamber cardiac organoid protocols in the future.
The field of cardiac organoid development is gaining momentum, as
researchers continue to optimize conditions to marry recapitulation of
early development (i.e., heart field and linear heart tube formation) with
subsequent aspects of development (chamber formation) [112]. Such
optimizations will likely involve stage-specific modulation of the ca
nonical cardiogenic pathways utilized in the aforementioned studies
(Bmp, Nodal, Wnt, Fgf, and Retinoic acid), and leverage the
self-organizing capabilities of stem and progenitor cells throughout the
process. Honest evaluation of each model – where the organoid faith
fully recapitulates in vivo development and where it falls short – will be
essential for such technologies to mature and develop to their full
potential.

This suggests that the cellular crosstalk is not sufficient to maintain or
follow the developmental program of CM maturation.
Interestingly, in microtissues, dissociation and reaggregation does
not lead to significant levels of reorganization or patterning. This is in
contrast with the developmental organoid system of Silva et al., which
displayed patterning and organization after dissociation. The funda
mental difference between these two dissociation approaches is the
extent to which cells are pre-differentiated before dissociation and
reaggregation. In microtissues, terminally differentiated CMs and stro
mal cells are dissociated and reaggregated, while in Silva et al., mes
endodermal progenitors, but not terminally differentiated CMs, are
dissociated and reaggregated in 3D culture. Taken together, these
findings suggest that cardiac organoids are unable to be generated by
reaggregation of differentiated cardiac and related cell types, but are
better generated by aggregation of progenitor cells to allow for sharing
of developmental trajectories to achieve more in vivo-like patterning.
6. Engineered heart tissues allow for advances in highthroughput drug discovery and disease modeling
Generating adult-like heart tissues from human pluripotent stem
cells has emerged as one of the most exciting areas of cardiac regener
ative medicine. Using techniques established by tissue engineering,
research groups have created tissues that can serve as unique systems for
modeling human disease and drug discovery. Specifically, such models
are proposed to help PSC-CMs overcome the developmental arrest which
has historically limited their applicability as a system. These tissues
utilize various interventions such as mechanical stretch, electrical
stimulation, co-culture with stromal cells, and bioprinting (Fig. 2). We
believe that such tissues, coined by others as engineered heart tissues,
are distinct from cardiac organoids based on the limited patterning and
tissue-level, instead of organ level, scale. Furthermore, they are distinct
from microtissues, as they are forced into their structure with some level
of biomimetic-inspired engineering (stretch, electrical stimulation, etc.).
Many of these exciting new cardiac engineered heart tissue models
utilize seeding cells to form strips of cardiac tissue-like structures
[117–123]. The “Biowire” platform requires seeding of CMs with fi
broblasts into a microwell between two flexible wires at either end of the
well [117,122]. After seeding, the cells undergo a process of compaction
where they form a tube-like structure that is suspended in the well and
attached to wires on both sides, and are subjected to electrical stimu
lation. In a triumph of cardiac tissue engineering, the authors then
created an atrioventricular Biowire, by which each piece of tissue has
distinct atria-like and ventricle-like regions that can be studied in the
same sample. Again, highlighting a key difference between engineered
heart tissues and cardiac organoids, these atrioventricular Biowires are
formed by adding atrial and ventricular CMs to opposite ends of the
microwell. Such forced aggregation is in contrast with self-organized
patterning and structure formation in cardiac organoids. However, as
is the case with many of these engineered heart tissue systems, the goal
of such tissues may not be to recapitulate development on the
organ-scale, but rather provide a system that allows for efficient disease
modeling and drug discovery in vitro.
Similarly, multiple other studies have reported on methods involving
seeding cells in molds surrounding posts, which can then be used to
either mechanically stretch the tissues [121] or hold tissues in place as
CMs contract [118–121,123]. Interestingly, most of these methods
require differentiation in monolayer to generate cardiac and stromal cell
types before seeding into various molds. The resulting tissues are
composed of multiple cell types present in the heart (CMs, vasculature,
epicardial-like cells) and provide a compelling system for modeling
disease and drug discovery as the resulting tissue displays properties of
more adult-like heart tissue. In these models, CMs are aligned, tubular
endothelial structures form, and epicardial cells are located towards the
periphery of the tissue. The aligning and stretching of the CMs may
promote the maturation of their tissues, potentially modeling an

5. Microtissues provide insight into interactions between
multiple cardiac cell types
Another interesting approach that cardiac and stem cell biologists
have taken to study interactions between multiple cell types is through
co-aggregation of multiple cell types in 3D culture [113–117]. These
models incorporate already differentiated CMs with supporting cell
types such as cardiac fibroblasts [113,115–117] and/or endothelial cells
[113–117] in 3D aggregates (Fig. 2). We define microtissues as 3D in
vitro models of the heart which incorporate cardiac cell types but display
limited self-organization, patterning, and structure formation. None
theless, these models allow for probing of CM-stromal cell interactions
and enhanced functionality of CMs.
Interestingly, co-culture with either cardiac fibroblasts or endothe
lial cells appears to have benefits on the cardiomyocytes within each
aggregate [113,115]; however, the biological relevance of such in
teractions remains to be determined. Richards et al. described and
optimized a system for aggregation of hiPSC derived CMs with exoge
nous human cardiac ventricular fibroblasts and human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVECs). In this system, after co-aggregation, a pu
tative vasculature formed within the spheroid with a primitive
lumen-like structure. This model is amenable to modeling infarct, a
condition intimately involving non-CM cell types [114], and exhibits the
pathological fibrosis associated with infarct. However, while some level
of organization occurs within the vasculature of the spheroid, these lack
elements of patterning or chamber formation of the heart. Giacomelli
et al. combined iPSC-derived CMs and endothelial cells. After formation
of the spheroids, immunofluorescence showed diffuse expression of
endothelial markers throughout the microtissue, although the level of
vasculature organization is unknown. However, compared to micro
tissues composed of CMs alone, the endothelial microtissues showed
more adult-like gene expression [113]. When hiPSC cardiac fibroblasts
were added to their microtissues, maturation of CMs was further
improved, pointing to an important role of non-CMs in maturation
[115]. Again, these spheroids do not exhibit notable organization or
patterning. However, the functional improvements to the CMs suggests
that these cellular interactions are crucial in enhancing CM maturation
and organoid models in the future. Curiously, in Hookway et al., the
authors suggest that such functional benefits diminish over time [116].
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interesting developmental process essential to the function of the heart.
These tissues do not display appreciable patterning, highlighting a key
difference with cardiac organoids. However, these tissues will offer
incredible value to the fields of regenerative medicine and develop
mental biology, by facilitating high-throughput study of adult-like car
diac tissue in vitro.
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7. Conclusions
In this review we highlight recent progress and challenges in the
cardiac organoid and tissue engineering fields. By applying the common
organoid principles of self-organization, patterning, and structure for
mation, we discriminate between studies to help add clarity to the
rapidly evolving field. Based on such principles, marrying concepts of
developmental cardiac organoids and chamber cardiac organoids with
principles of bioengineering seems to be a promising approach. As dis
cussed in [124], this will likely involve harmonization of technologies
such as microfluidics, engineering of cell surfaces, and high-throughput
scaling with the innate ability of progenitor cells to self-organize and
pattern. Additionally, as mentioned, other non-organoid in vitro models
of the heart such as microtissues and engineered heart tissues are
providing unique tools to approach generating adult-like cardiac tissue
in vitro for disease modeling and drug discovery. Overall, the cardiac
organoid/tissue engineering fields are rapidly evolving and progressing,
and it will be exciting to see how these technologies continue to develop
and mature.
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